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Recent research in cyber-security models the nature of
attacks as graphs consisting of nodes that represent
attacks and their properties, forming attack profiles.
We present a novel approach to describe users’
behavior using multiplex or multi-layer networks, which
allows us to get more reliable outcomes. We model the
relationships between attack profiles based on
established features of the attacks thereby reducing
the amount of information present in the multiplex
graph. Cyber-security providers aim to protect users
and establishments from cyber attacks. We find that a
multi-layered network analysis is a reliable technique
to profile hackers and hence thwart cyber attacks. In
this paper, we discuss a few methods, which can help
out dig out anomalous users in the network

The Problem
§Identify attackers to fulfill the requirements of cybersecurity using the concept of multiplex network
§We suggest a greedy method of finding attackers’ on
the social network
§This approach can successfully reduce overheads
than other similar methods regarding time on large
dataset, and drive to better results

Find Communities in
Multiplex Social Network

Pick nodes which are least
central in each community

Find probability of each
node by applying Gaussian
distribution measure to
training set

Nodes whose value does
not resides in min-max
range are the suspicious
nodes
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Find various Centrality
measures for each node in
multiplex Network and
Prepare a training set
using centrality value

Find average min-max
range from the probability
set
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§To successfully thwart attacks, a multi-layered
network analysis is best to find out such attackers.
§Proposed methodology can be extended by
incorporating the semantic content available with
the communication or any other form of network
like weighed or directed.
§This works directed us to get more knowledge
from the multiplex network and cyber-security.
There are many ways to extend this work. It is
interesting to continue the proposed algorithm to
directed multiplex networks or weighted multiplex
networks.
§we are planning to reach our aim to find most
central nodes of the multiplex network and may
require preventions from attackers.
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Nodes highlighted with triangles are attackers

Overlapping of
Nodes between Two
Layers

If Less, then a
comparable amount
of attackers found

If More, then less
amount of attackers
found in the network

